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Materials coverage:

1) Printed notes

2) Slides presented in the classroom

3) Class lectures

4) Home work4) Home work

Approximate Scope on the Final Examination:

20% on Chapter 1 to Chapter 4

80% on Chapters 5 6 8 9 1080% on Chapters 5, 6, 8, 9, 10



Chapter 1 Overview of Engineering Analysisp g g y

● Why engineering analysis?y g g y
Figure 1.3 provides an answer

● What engineers can use engineering analysis in their professional practices? 
in creating problem solving and decision making- in creating, problem solving and decision making

● The four stages in general engineering analysis

● Why Stage 2 and 4 are important to engineers? 



Chapter 2 Mathematical Modeling

● What is mathematical modeling?

● What are involved in mathematical modeling of engineering problems?What are involved in mathematical modeling of engineering problems?

● Physical meanings of: functions, variables, derivatives

What roles do differential eq ations pla in engineering anal sis?● What roles do differential equations play in engineering analysis?

● How differential equations are derived for engineering analysis?

● What integrations can do in engineering analysis?

- determine plan areas
determine average of physical quantities with nonlinear variation over- determine average of physical quantities with nonlinear variation over 
a variable

- determine centroid of plan areas
- determine revolution volume of solids with axisymmetrical geometry



Chapter 3
Application of First Order Differential Equations

● Typical forms of homogeneous and non-homogeneous equationsyp g g q
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Homogeneous equation:

Non-homogeneous equation:

● Solution methods for both these equations

● Applications in fluid mechanics, e.g., time required to drain reservoirs

dx

● Applications in fluid mechanics, e.g., time required to drain reservoirs 
and funnels

● Application in heating and cooling of small solids
● Heat treatment in hot furnacesHeat treatment in hot furnaces
● Refrigeration
● design thermal conditions for thermal cycling

● Application in rise and fall of solids under influence of gravitationApplication in rise and fall of solids under influence of gravitation



Chapter 4
Second Order Ordinary Differential Equations and Applications
● Typical form of 2nd order homogeneous and non-homogeneous● Typical form of 2 order homogeneous and non-homogeneous 

differential equations:
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Homogeneous equation:

N h ti

● Solution method with u(x) = emx, leading to 3 cases:
a2 – 4b > 0, a2 – 4b < 0 and a2 – 4b = 0 for homogeneous equations
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=++Non-homogeneous equation:

● Solution method with u(x) = uh(x) + up(x) for non-homogeneous equation, know how to 
derive uh(x) and up(x)

● Application of homogeneous equations for free vibration analysis with and● Application of homogeneous equations for free-vibration analysis with and 
without damping – physical interpretation of analytical results?

● Consequences of mechanical vibrations to machines and devices

● Application of non-homogeneous equations for forced vibration analysis:
● Resonant vibration – engineering consequences
● Near-resonant vibration – engineering consequences

● Modal analysis – why it is important and what are involved in the analysis?



Chapter 5
Introduction to Laplace Transform

● What is Laplace transform and why it is included in this course?

● Under what conditions can a function be transformed from a “variable domain” to● Under what conditions can a function be transformed from a variable domain  to
a “parametric domain?”

● Laplace transform of functions and derivatives

● What is inverse Laplace transform, and why?

● Inverse Laplace transform by “partial fraction” method

● Inverse Laplace transform by “convolution theorem”

● Using Laplace transform solving differential equations:

● Necessary conditions for using this technique
● General solution procedure
● The advantages of using Laplace transform in solving differential equations



Chapter 6
Overview of Fourier Series

● What is Fourier series and why?

Wh di i h F i i ?● What are necessary conditions to have a Fouries series?

● Mathematical expressions of Fourier series

A li ti f F i i i i i l● Applications of Fourier series in engineering analyses

● What is “convergence” of Fourier series?

H F i i f● How Fourier series converge for:
● continuous functions, and
● piece-wise continuous functions?



Chapter 8
Matrices and Solution to Simultaneous Equations

● Why matrices- a component of linear algebra is a critical tool for modern
engineering analysis?

● Matrices and determinants

● Different forms of matrices

● Arithmetic operations of matrices: +, -, and x

● Inverse of matrices

● Solution of large number of simultaneous equations using

● Inverse matrix method, and
● Gaussian elimination method● Gaussian elimination method

● Why large number of simultaneous equations?



Chapter 9
Introduction to Finite Difference Method (FDM)

● Why FDM is an important technique in engineering analysis?

● The difference between “finite differentials” and “finite differences?”

● The three-finite difference schemes:
th f d diff● the forward difference

● the backward, and
● the central difference

The general procedure and necessary conditions in using● The general procedure and necessary conditions in using 
the FDM solving differential equations

● Errors in using FDM solving differential equations

● General technique in mitigating error in using FDM for solving
differential equations



Chapter 10 Introduction to Statistics
● What is statistics, and what is the scope of statistics?

● The histogram – what does it tell and how to establish it?

● The “mode,” the “mean,” “median,” “variance,” and “standard deviation” 
of statistical datasets and their physical significancesof statistical datasets, and their physical significances

● Method of determining: “mean,” “median” and “standard deviation”

● The “normal distribution curves” – what do they represent?● The normal distribution curves  what do they represent?

● The “normal distribution function” – what is it? 

● Why “normal distribution function” is fundamentally significant in statistical analysis?● Why normal distribution function  is fundamentally significant in statistical analysis?

● Why “statistical process control” (SPC) is a realistic and effective way of 
quality control of products in mass production?

● What tools do SPC provide?

● What are “control charts?” What are the control charts presented in this course and 
how are they derived?how are they derived?

● How would engineers use these control charts in quality control in their production?


